
Music
From antiquity to modern



Little about history of 
music

Man has invented music on the 
antiquity.  First sing later 
played on the pipes and 

drums. Later music was more  
diverse, arises kind of music 
like operas, clasical music, 

ballet.
On 20th century come into being 

jazz.
In the fifties come era of rock 

and roll.
In modern exists many kinds of 

music like pop, rock, 
electronical music.



Modern music

Music have a lots of 
kinds on modern 

world.
Most popular music  of 

modern world is pop 
and electronic music.

In turn the above 
examples have very 

different types.
For example one of 
many types of rock is 

metal.



Music for every occasion

Music express human and 
their intentions.

Music changes our mood and 
atmospher.

For example in christmas we 
sing carols, in valentines we 

sing love songs.



Little about „RnB”
Rhythm and blues (R&B or 

RnB).
Style derived from jazz and 

blues.
RnB built between the 40th 

20th century in USA.
In RnB main instruments are: 

guitars, harmonica, 
saxophone, drums,  piano, 

keyboards.
Related types is: hip-hop, rap, 

rock and roll, soul, funk, 
reggae.



Little about rock

History of rock begins of rock 
and roll, blues and jazz.

Rock begins in second half of 
the 20th century.

In rock main instruments are: 
guitars, drums and keyboards.

Main factions of rock is: classic 
rock, hard rock, heavy metal, 
pop rock, rock instrumental, 

psychedelic rock.



Little about pop
Pop  - popular music.
Pop is considered the 
opposite of rock music.

Pop is a faction of rock.
 In pop dominates the soft 

sound and the simplicity 
and melodic. Pop is 
focused on the mass 

customer.
There are different 

subspecies of the music 
like pop rock, boysband, 

indie pop.



Little about electronic 
music

Electronic music is a continuation of 
mechanical music.

Electronic music have begins in the 
fortieth 20th century.

This music is created mainly through 
electronic processing outside the 
musical sounds or generated by 

conventional acoustic instrument.
Main subspecies  is: ambient, goa, 

psychedelic, drum and bass, 
hardcore, hause, techno, trance , 

dance, beat.


